Targeted virus detection in next-generation sequencing data using an automated e-probe based approach.
The use of next-generation sequencing for plant virus detection is rapidly expanding, necessitating the development of bioinformatic pipelines to support analysis of these large datasets. Pipelines need to be easy implementable to mitigate potential insufficient computational infrastructure and/or skills. In this study user-friendly software was developed for the targeted detection of plant viruses based on e-probes. It can be used for both custom e-probe design, as well as screening preloaded probes against raw NGS data for virus detection. The pipeline was compared to de novo assembly-based virus detection in grapevine and produced comparable results, requiring less time and computational resources. The software, named Truffle, is available for the design and screening of e-probes tailored for user-specific virus species and data, along with preloaded probe-sets for grapevine virus detection.